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It was inevitable, but its not too much of a surprise that I love this movie. Ive been a fan of this
character for decades. I know him by heart, have seen every role he plays, and have been teased for

my fondness of him. I cant explain how I love Heath Ledger, but theres no way around it. It will be
hard to ever watch any other part of his career. I seriously dont know how people loved New Age,

and the characters he plays in it are its redeeming qualities. Poor, untalented Nicole Kidman plays a
woman with multiple personalities, and even worse, her character is based off of an annoying
cabaret singer in Les Miserable. I cant watch this movie. Its just too sad. Perhaps its his movie-

making partner Dwayne Johnson, or perhaps it is Joss Whedon who has introduced the notion of a
partner that you shouldnt try and split from. In their first collaboration, the pair tried to piece

together a fully formed, self-contained action movie: they wanted to keep the action movie, but have
one person steer the movie instead of one or two others. The rub was, they couldnt find a style thats
strong enough to make the movie work, so they settled on the idea of doing a generic version of the
over-the-top CGI-heavy action flicks that are already in and out. It makes you wonder if their lack of
skill was inherent; after all, the Fast & Furious franchise blew up in almost all of their hands, so they
threw the fact out the window, retooled, and just went back at it. The result, like all generic action
movies before it, is something thats too busy looking fake and too streamlined and polished to be

taken seriously.
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